NOTES:


2. See Standard Drawing E 610-DRIV-12 for sections A-A, B-B and C-C.

3. Joint Placement Detail should be used with Class I, III and VII drives.


5. See Standard Drawing E 610-DRIV-16 for details and corners.


LEGEND

- HMA for Approaches:
  - 165#/yd HMA Surface Type B on 275#/yd HMA Intermediate Type B on
  - 880#/yd HMA base, Type B on subgrade treatment Type IIIA
  - or
  - PCCP for Approaches, 9 in., on subgrade treatment Type IIIA
- Sidewalk elevation transition
- For type and thickness equivalent to surface in place, see plans.
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JOINT PLACEMENT DETAIL FOR PCCP DRIVES